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1 Summary

County Wexford
Townland Harristown Big
Parish Kilbrideglynn
Civil Parish Kilbrideglynn
Barony Shelmaliere West
National Grid Co-ordinates E 292551.245

N 122863.053
Chainage 7780 East –West

100-200 North-South
Site Type Prehistoric
Excavation Licence Number 00E0425

2 Introduction
The Rathsillagh to Harristown Little N25 realignment scheme in Co. Wexford resulted in the discov-
ery of twelve new archaeological sites. The site situated at Harristown Big and excavated under licence 
number 00E0425 consisted of five fire pits, one heat affected area, nine pits, three stakeholes and three 
areas where archaeological material accumulated in natural hollows. There was a proliferation of burnt 
waste and evidence for burning in situ. Two of the pits and a stakehole produced fragments of pottery 
identified crucibles and a small bowl or stand. Radiocarbon dating indicated that activity at the site 
was Middle or Late Bronze Age. Specialist analysis of the ceramics has facilitated the interpretation of 
the site as an area where metalworking was carried out.

3 Description of Development
The N25 is the main southern east to west route, traversing the counties of Cork, Waterford, Kilkenny 
and Wexford. It links the port of Rosslare Harbour with Cork City, via New Ross, Waterford City, 
Dungarvan and Youghal. A section of the N25 route between the townlands of Rathsillagh and Har-
ristown Little was selected for upgrading as the old road comprised a single carriageway in either direc-
tion, with several ‘blind’ junctions and in many cases only a hedge separating farmland from the road. 
The new route sought to straighten and level out the N25 and to provide a wider single carriageway 
with hard shoulder in either direction, in keeping with the Barntown scheme completed in 1998 (Fig. 
1).

4 Background to the excavation area
The 8.5 km route of the new road crosses a series of low, undulating hills, to the south of the old N25 
route, and is situated at a height of between 45 m and 80 m above sea level. The landscape here is 
characterised by small hills interspersed with many small streams; these eventually flow into the River 
Corock to the southwest, into the Slaney to the northwest, as well as feeding into Ballyteige Bay to 
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the south. From its western beginning in Rathsillagh townland the routeway climbs gently, running 
parallel and to the south of the old N25. It then continues through Assagart, Ballyvergin, Shanowle, 
Camaross, Carrowreagh, Dungeer, Bricketstown and through into Harristown Little, eventually exit-
ing in Harristown Big townland and tying into the Barntown improvement.

The higher ground was lush pasture, well drained, and gave spectacular views all around. Sites on this 
part of the route included prehistoric settlement activity and a series of kilns. Conversely, the lower 
ground in Camaross, Carrowreagh and Dungeer was quite marshy and prone to growth of gorse. Sites 
traditionally associated with low-lying ground were found in these townlands, for example a burnt 
mound at Dungeer and a moated site at Carrowreagh. 

5 Archaeological & Historical Background
There are thirteen recorded archaeological monument sites within 1 km either side of the development; 
one is a church and graveyard site, nine are listed as enclosure sites of between 30 m and 60 m in di-
ameter and three are moated sites (two of which are destroyed). The ecclesiastical site apparently dates 
to the medieval period as there is a fragment of a medieval grave cover in the graveyard and the site 
was originally surrounded by a circular bank (Moore 1996, 129). The enclosures most likely represent 
the raths and ringforts of the early medieval period (Moore 1996, 28). Prior to these excavations, the 
known archaeological remains in the locality were all medieval and post-medieval but several prehis-
toric sites were identified during the course of this programme of excavation along the N25 route-way, 
including Neolithic material at Harristown Big, Bronze Age sites at Dungeer, Ballyvergin and Har-
ristown Big and Iron Age activity at two sites in Bricketstown.

5.1 Mesolithic 7000-4000 BC
The earliest known human occupation of Ireland dates to the Mesolithic period (c. 7000-4000 BC). 
Lithic scatters from the period have been found along the banks of the Barrow river in counties Wex-
ford and Waterford (Green and Zvelebil 1990). Some diagnostic Mesolithic stone artefacts were also 
found in Camolin, in north Wexford, and along the eastern coastline between Carnsore and Kilm-
ichael point (Stout 1987, 3). However, most activity is identified in resource-rich locations by riversides 
and coastlines and there is no known evidence for Mesolithic activity within the area affected by the 
roadtake.

5.2 Neolithic 4000-2500 BC
There is piecemeal evidence for Neolithic occupation in County Wexford. Stout’s (1987) distribution 
map of Neolithic remains includes evidence for one single burial site, fifteen find spots for flint and 
stone atefacts, two portal tombs and seven other possible megalithic tombs. Work on the Archaeologi-
cal Survey of Ireland reduced the number of other possible megaliths from seven to five (Moore 1996). 
Subsequent excavation work has increased the extent of knowledge concerning Neolithic settlement in 
the county. Early Neolithic pottery was found by McLoughlin (2004) at Kerlogue (02E0606) and at a 
pit and a hearth excavated under licence 00E0630 at Courtlands East (Purcell 2002). Later Neolithic 
activity in the county is indicated by Sandhills ware, discovered during an excavation (02E0434) in a 
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pit at St. Vogues (Purcell 2004). An undated excavation at MacMurroughs (1985:59) also uncovered a 
number of flints and a ground stone axe, associated with a hearth and pit may also be Neolithic in date 
(Cotter 1986). Some evidence for Neolithic activity was found as part of this project at Harristown 
Big (00E0424) where Neolithic pottery was discovered at a site where various pits and stakeholes were 
excavated. Early Neolithic and possible Middle Neolithic wares were found.

5.3 Bronze Age 2500-500 BC
Some of the earliest Bronze Age finds from Co. Wexford are three chance finds of Beaker gold discs 
(only one with a provenance). Other Bronze Age metal finds from the county includes hoards of both 
Early and Late Bronze Age artefacts, e.g. at Cahore Point, a cave at Nash, Ballyvadden, Enniscorthy, 
Forth Commons and New Ross (Stout 1987, 9-10, 22). At Ballyvadden the Late Bronze Age metal ob-
jects were found within a ceramic container, a unique feature in Irish hoards, but apparently common 
on the continent during the period (Stout 1987, 22). 

Burnt mounds are the most common Bronze Age site-types found in Ireland and sixty-three such sites 
were identified in the Archaeological Inventory for the county (Moore 1996) and since the survey work 
several have been excavated in the county; examples were found at Strandfield (McCarthy 2004) and 
along the routes of the N30 (Enniscorthy to Clonroche) and the N11 (Arklow to Gorey) roads (www.
nra.ie). Only one burnt mound was excavated during works on the Rathsillagh-Harristown realign-
ment of the N25; this was found at Dungeer 00E0474. 

Much of our evidence for Bronze Age activity in Wexford to date has come from burials. There is a rec-
ognised concentration of cist-type burials in Co. Wexford; these are commonly thought to date to the 
Early Bronze Age. Stout (1987) identified more than thirty-seven but many were not well documented 
and Moore (1996) could pinpoint the locations of only twenty-five cist and pit burials in total. Several 
other burials with diagnostic Bronze Age pottery have since been found during excavation: there was 
a cordoned urn burial at Ballintubbrid, vase urn burials at Coolnaboy, Gorey Corporation Lands and 
Kilmurry, a cist with a tripartite bowl at Knockbrack and a ring ditch with cremation burials at Ferns 
Lower (Bennett 2004-5). Another ring-ditch was found at Kerlogue Sites 4 and 5 and a large round 
house excavated at Kerlogue Site 2 was probably also of Bronze Age date (McLoughlin 2004). The 
excavations from the Rathsillagh-Harristown road scheme included one Early-Middle Bronze Age site 
at Ballyvergin where hot-stone technology was used, a Late Bronze Age burnt mound site was found 
at Dungeer (00E0474) and a metalworking site was found at Harristown Big (00E0425) where a series 
of Late Bronze Age metalworking pits and crucibles were found.

5.4 Iron Age 500 BC-500 AD
In common with much of Ireland there is very little evidence for Iron Age activity in Co. Wexford. 
Hillforts and promontory forts have possible construction dates in the Late Bronze Age or Early Iron 
Age and there are two hillforts and five promontory forts in the county (Moore 1996). The artefactual 
evidence for this period in Wexford includes two pins that are of probable Iron Age date and two pos-
sible Iron Age stone heads recovered from Duncormick (Stout 1987, 29-30). Two of the sites excavated 
along the route of the Rathsillagh-Harristown road produced Iron Age radiocarbon dates, both were 
from Bricketstown and one was a small cremation cemetery (00E0623), the second was a small hearth 
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(00E0624).

5.5 Early Medieval 500 AD-1169 AD
The beginnings of Christianity are evident in the remains of seventeen early ecclesiastical sites in Co. 
Wexford (Moore 1996). One of the earliest excavated examples from Co. Wexford was at St. Vogues, 
at Carnsore, where a wooden church preceded a stone building (O’Kelly 1975). One of the closest 
known early church sites to the road-take is located approximately 3 km to the south at the church of 
Poulmarl/Taghmon, the monastery founded by St. Munna in the seventh century. The list of abbots 
from this site continues to the end of the tenth century and there is a record of a Viking raid in 917 AD 
(Moore 1996, 160). By this time the Norse town of Weisford, later to become Wexford, was already 
established, having been established by the end of the ninth century (Colfer 1990-1991).

Evidence for settlement in the county during the early medieval period comes from ringforts, typical 
monuments of the period. These were circular or subcircular enclosures made from earthen banks that 
surrounded areas roughly between 25 and 40 metres in diameter. Excavated examples have demon-
strated that they generally surrounded single farmstead-type settlement sites. One hundred and fifty-
three examples are known from the county (Moore 1996). Of these only two were located within close 
proximity to the area of the new Rathsillagh-Harristown road (at Haystown, c. 3 km to the north of 
the new road and at Cullenstown c. 2 km to the south). There are also numerous circular enclosure sites 
that probably represent ringforts; thirteen of them appear on the RMP Sheet 36 (covering the area of 
the new road-take) for Co. Wexford.

5.6 Later Medieval 1169 AD-1600 AD
The Anglo-Normans first landed in Ireland in Co. Wexford in 1169. The county was within their initial 
land-grab zone between AD 1169 and AD 1190 (Mitchell & Ryan 1997, 305) and was sub-infeudated 
in the early stages of Anglo-Norman activity in Ireland (Colfer 1987). Wexford county was one of the 
first twelve counties created by the English Kings in the 12th to 13th centuries, from the original Prov-
inces and lesser Territories of the Irish Tuatha (Howarth 1911, 161). By the thirteenth century much of 
the area covered by the Rathsillagh-Harristown road-take was a frontier zone and the archaeological 
landscape of these areas is characterised by moated sites: there are ten known sites on RMP Sheet 36 
for Co. Wexford, the area covered by the new road, and one moated site at Carrowreagh was found 
along the line of the new road. These sites were distributed at the peripheries of the colonial organi-
sation centres and probably represent an attempt at secondary colonisation (O’Keeffe 2000, 73-75). 
There are almost 130 moated sites known in County Wexford (Moore 1996, 95). However, by the end 
of the fourteenth century, much of the Anglo-Norman settlement in Co. Wexford had retreated to a 
southeastern stronghold in the baronies of Forth and Bargy, a pattern that Colfer (1987) suggests was 
reminiscent of the “Pale of county Wexford”. Excavations of medieval sites in the county include the 
remains of a medieval house were excavated at Ballyanne (Moran 2000), with pottery indicative of oc-
cupation in the 12th to 14th centuries, and excavations at Ferns, Hook Head, Newtown, Tintern, Tagh-
mon, New Ross and Wexford town all produced medieval archaeological remains (Bennett 2004-5). 
Along the route of the Rathsillagh-Harristown road the moated site at Carrowreagh (excavated under 
licence no. 00E0476) was the largest medieval site excavated. A spread of medieval occupation material 
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was also excavated at Bricketwtown (00E0476) and this was rich in the remains of medieval pottery. 
It is also possible that the limekilns at Bricketstown (00E0476) and Harristown Little (00E0417) were 
in use at the very end of the medieval period.

5.7 Post-Medieval (after 1600 AD)
A few excavations of post-medieval archaeological sites have been carried out in Wexford county, in-
cluding Brideswell Big, Duncannon Fort, and excavations in Wexford and Ennisorthy town (Bennett 
2004-5). Some of the excavations from the Rathsillagh to Harristown road scheme were probably used 
during this time, in particular the limekilns at Bricketstown (00E0476, 00E0626) and Harristown 
Little (00E0417) were probably in use at this period. There is Jacobean house site in Dungeer, one of 
the townlands affected by the roadtake. References to the house/castle date to the early seventeenth 
century (Moore 1996). 

Two other archaeological sites are known in the townland of Harristown Big: approximately 200 m 
to the west of this site (also excavated as part of the N25 road realignment scheme) an arc of stake-
holes and some pits with pottery (identified as Early Neolithic carinated bowls and a possible Middle 
Neolithic globular bowl fragment) were excavated under excavation licence no. 00E0424. Despite the 
close proximity of these sites both pottery analysis and radiocarbon dates indicate that they are not 
contemporary, and activity at this site (00E0425) post-dates the Neolithic material nearby. A moated 
site is also recorded in Harristown Big (Moore 1996, 103) but given the medieval dating of these site 
types it is unlikely to be related to the activity 00E0425. A limekiln was also excavated just 150 m to 
the east in the townland of Harristown Little (00E0417). This site produced an unreliable post-medi-
eval or modern radiocarbon date, with activity at this site was evidently much later and unrelated to 
00E0425.

6 Results
Archaeological excavation at Harristown Big townland uncovered a small area of archaeological activ-
ity with a number of hearths, pits, stakeholes and spreads of hearth-waste that accumulated in natu-
ral hollows. The artefacts retrieved during the course of the excavation included a saddle quern and 
twenty-five ceramic fragments that were assigned to the Middle to Late Bronze Age (Appendix 4). The 
total excavated area was approximately 100 m2 and a total of 70 excavated contexts were recorded (Fig. 
5). The site consisted of six hearths, nine pits, three stakeholes and six spreads of occupation deposits. 

6.1 Hearths
Five contexts were interpreted as fire pits/hearths (C.11, C.17, C.19, C.33 and C.67) as there was evi-
dence in each cut for burning in situ. On average these hearths measured 0.5 m x 0.4 m in plan, with 
a depth of c. 0.2 m. Only two of the pits (C.11 and C.17) contained noteworthy inclusions. In C.11 a 
large saddle quern (Find no. 00E0425:8:1) was found lining the base of the hearth (Plates 1 and 2). It 
was probably used as a fire stone to and there was evidence that it was heat-affected. In C.17 there was 
evidence that the pit was used for a fire, followed by a period of silting (C.15), suggesting disuse, and 
above the silting there was another layer (C.13) with burning in situ, heat-shattered stone and charcoal 
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(Plate 3). 

A sixth hearth was identified by an area of heat affected natural (C.25 & C.36) covering c. 0.3 m2. 
Here a fire was lit directly on the ground surface rather than within a pit.

Cut # Fill # Comments Dimensions
C.11 C.5, C.7 & 

C.8
Fire pit with saddle quern 
(00E0425:8:1)

0.68 x 0.46 x 0.22

C.17 C.13, C.15 & 
C.16

Fire pit 0.5 x 0.46 x 0.15

C.19 C.2 & C.3 Fire pit 0.7 x 0.64 x 0.24
C.33 C.30 Fire pit 0.25 x 0.24 x 0.16
C.67 C.66 Fire pit 0.5 x 0.4 x 0.29

C.25 & C.36 Heat affected natural. Adjoining con-
texts; these form the base of the same 
hearth

C.25: 0.9 x 0.24 x 0.07 
and 

C.36: 0.96 x 0.3 x 0.03
Table 1: Hearths

6.2 Pits
There were nine pits excavated at the site that did not contain evidence of burning in situ: C.9, C.12, 
C.50, C.52, C.53, C.56, C.66, C.68/69 and C.70. Their average length was 0.4 m, their average width 
was 0.25 m and their average depth was 0.2 m. Most of the pit fills were charcoal rich and many 
contained heat-shattered stone, although some pit fills (e.g. in C.68 and C.69) were unusual as they 
contained almost no charcoal. However, the sediments within these pits still indicated a relationship 
to hearths or fires; all the fills were altered by heat or burning. The ubiquity of heat-altered deposits 
suggests that all were used as places where hearth material was used or dumped during the final stages 
of their use. 

The ceramic remains were identified as clay based fabrics that were exposed to very high temperatures 
with possible traces of metalworking. Ceramic finds 00E0425:42:1-5, at the base of pit C.52, was 
identified as a small ceramic dish or stand (Plate 4), while finds 00E0425:42:6-15 was identified as a 
crucible (Appendix 4, Plate 5).  The recovery of crucible fragments indicates that the entire site, with 
its numerous heat-altered deposits, was probably associated with metalworking activity.
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Cut # Fill # Comments Dimensions
C.9 C.1 & C.6 0.55 x 0.47 x 0.18
C.12 C.4 & C.10 0.35 x 0.3 x 0.27
C.50 C.24, C.37 & C.47 0.46 x 0.37 x 0.2
C.52 C.42 Finds at base 00E0425:42:1-

5, representing a small ce-
ramic dish or stand 

0.14 x 0.13 x 0.05

C.53 C.42 Finds at base 

00E0425:42:6-15 represent-
ing a clay based fabric used 
as a crucible

0.25 x 0.2 x 0.1

C.56 C.40 0.66 x 0.55 x 0.28
C.66 C.41, C.44, C.49, C.59 & C.63 0.4 x 0.33 x 0.3
C . 6 8 /
C.69

C.34, C.46, C.14 C.18, C.21, 
C.26, C.31, C.61 & C.65

 C.68: 0.6 x 0.5 x 0.14

C.69: 0.66 x 0.48 x 0.03
C.70 C.62 & C.64  0.2 x 0.2 x 0.08
Table 2: Pits

6.3 Stakeholes
Three stakeholes were excavated at the site, all of them found in the vicinity of the pit C.56, although 
they do not appear to follow any particular structural pattern. One contained ceramic fragments (Find 
00E0425:22:1-9) which were identified as fragments of two separate crucibles (Appendix 4, Plates 6-
7). Charcoal from one of the stakeholes (C.28, fill C.23) returned a radiocarbon date of cal BC 1190-
930 (Beta 219128; see Appendix 5), indicating a Middle-Late Bronze Age use of the site. 

Context # Fill #. Comments Dimensions
C.28 C.23 & C.39 0.2 x 0.18 x 

0.14
C.29 C.22 & C.38 Finds

00E0425:22:1-9

Representing two separate crucibles

0.2 x 0.18 x 
0.08

C.58 C.57 0.08 x 0.08 x 
0.1

Table 3: Stakeholes

6.4 Spreads
There were several spreads of archaeological material that accumulated within natural hollows; C.45 
and C.48 both accumulated in one natural depression, C.54 in another, and three spreads (C.27, C.32 
and C.35) were found in a stratigraphic sequence in another natural hollow (Plate 8). The material 
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within these hollows appears to be scattered rubbish from the hearths. 

Context # Comments Dimensions
C.45 & 
C.48

Succession of spreads deposited within a natural 
hollow 

C.45: 0.3 x 0.2 x 0.02

C.48: 0.4 x 0.2 x 0.02
C.54 Spread within a natural hollow 0.38 x 0.36 x 0.04
C . 2 7 , 
C.32 & 
C.35

Succession of spreads deposited within a natural 
hollow

C.27: 0.8 x 0.45 x 0.25

C.32: 0.68 x 0.38 x 0.03

C.35: 0.3 x 0.2 x 0.015
Table 4: Spreads

7 Artefacts
The only artefacts retrieved from the site were ceramics (Plates 4-7), which were examined by Helen 
Roche (Appendix 4) and a saddle quern that was reused as a hearth stone in one of the fire pits (Plates 
1 and 2). The ceramics included up to three shallow dishes that functioned as crucibles and a small 
dish or stand. In addition, one fragment from a possible urn was found during monitoring at the site. 
The identification of the crucibles indicated that the main activity at the site was metalworking. The 
saddle quern was examined by geologist Richard Unitt (Appendix 8) and the stone was identfieid as a 
pale coloured, muscovite-rich, equigranular Caledonian granite from either the Blackstairs or minor 
intrusions from Camaross Hill.

8 Environmental Remains
Seventeen bulk soil samples were taken during excavation of the site. Charcoal found in twelve of these 
samples was assessed in advance of radiocarbon dating by Mary Dillon (Appendix 7). The majority of 
the charcoal was identified as ring-porous (Oak/Ash/Elm), and specifically as oak when preservation 
conditions allowed. This wood type was probably the main fuel used for metalworking at the site. The 
radiocarbon date was taken from young diffuse-porous wood in order to eliminate the potential of an 
old wood affect biasing the radiocarbon date. The samples were also assessed for charred plant remains 
by Martha Tierney (Appendix 6) and some indeterminate cereal grains and common weeds were 
found. The only fragment of identifiable cereal grain was classified as barley. Despite the identification 
of the crucibles and the classification of the site as a metalworking area, there was no macro-scale evi-
dence of slag or industrial residues in the heavy residues produced from sieving of bulk soil.
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9 Discussion
The archaeological site excavated at Harristown Big under excavation licence number 00E0425 com-
prised six hearths, eleven pits containing hearth waste, three stakeholes and three spreads of waste 
that accumulated in natural depressions in the subsoil. Two pits and a stakehole produced prehistoric 
crucible and ceramic vessel fragments that are probably Middle/Late Bronze Age types (Appendix 4). 
This corresponds with the evidence from radiocarbon analysis, which returned a Middle-Late Bronze 
Age date of cal BC 1190-930.

Most of the features cut the subsoil and there was no evidence for a sequence or phasing of events at the 
site. All of the contexts at the site appeared to be the result of the same activity (hearths and dumps for 
hearth waste). The identification of a possible ceramic stand and three crucibles (Appendix 4) indicates 
that the fires were probably used for metalworking. This consistency in usage, allied to the fact that 
very little of the archaeology overlapped, suggests that the site was in use for a relatively short period of 
time. There was evidence for successive phases of use interrupted by short periods of abandonment or 
disuse in only one context (C.17), where some natural silting occurred between episodes of burning. 

One feature of the archaeological remains was the apparently deliberate deposition of ceramic frag-
ments at the bases of two pits (C.52 and C.53). These fragments were identified as a small ceramic dish 
or stand and portions of a crucible (see Appendix 4). These were possibly left in situ after use, perhaps 
explaining why their deposition appeared deliberate.

The date range for this site leans towards the later end of the Middle Bronze Age or the earlier part 
of the Late Bronze Age, a period marked by the establishment of a ‘vigorous industrial tradition in 
Ireland’ during which many important advances in metalworking technology were made (O’Brien 
1993, 92). A bronze manufacturing site (Site D) at Lough Gur, Co. Limerick included the remains of 
a small hut where clay crucible fragments, part of a composite clay and stone mould for socket-looped 
spearhead and a bronze knife blade were found. Evidence for Middle-Late Bronze Age metalworking 
has also been found at site such as Rathgall, Co. Wicklow, Dún Aonghasa, Co. Galway and Lough 
Eskragh, Co. Tyrone (Waddell 1998, 202). These metalworking sites are so rare that there are few 
comparisons (Cooney and Grogan 1996, 124), even during a period in which possession of metal 
objects may have been significant badges of social distinction and hierarchy (Waddell 1998). There 
are some suggestions that smiths may have been travelling craftspeople, or alternatively that they were 
part-time, seasonal specialists (Ibid, 202). Both hypotheses could explain the relatively ephemeral ar-
chaeological remains at Harristown Big.

Another Bronze Age site was identified almost 5 km to the northwest at Ballyvergin. The activity at 
this site produced an Early-Middle Bronze Age radiocarbon date and the site therefore predated Har-
ristown Big. The only site of comparable date that was excavated in the nearby area was the burnt 
mound site at Dungeer (00E0474), excavated as part of this scheme. It was situated 2.5 km to the west-
northwest. Both sites suggest continued activity in the area for the later part of the Bronze Age.
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10 Summary
This site at Harristown Big was excavated under licence no. 00E0425 and it comprised five fire pits, 
one heat-affected area, nine pits, three stakeholes and three areas where archaeological material ac-
cumulated in natural hollows. Two of the pits and a stakehole produced fragments of crucibles and 
ceramics associated with metalworking. Heat-affected deposits were common at the site and it has 
been interpreted as an area used for metalworking.
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Figure 5: Post-excavation plan of the site at Harristown Big (00E0425).
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Plate 1:  Saddle quern in pit (C.8).

Plate 2: Saddle quern after excavation.
(photograph by: John Sunderland)

13 Plates
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Plate 3: In situ burning (C.13) .

Plate 4: Ceramic dish or stand from C.52.
(photograph by: John Sunderland)
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Plate 5: Crucible 3 from C.52.
(photograph by: John Sunderland)

Plate 6: Crucible 1 from C.29.
(photograph by: John Sunderland)
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Plate 7 : Crucible 2 from C.29.
(photograph by: John Sunderland)

Plate 8: Spread of heat affected sediment and 
shattered stones accumulated in a natural hol-
low (C.27).
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14 Appendices

14.1 Appendix 1 Context Register

C. no. Dimensions (l 
x b x d) 
in metres

Type Detail

1 0.55 NE-SW x 
0.47 x 0.12

Pit fill Mid brown firm silty stony clay with moderately occur-
ring fine, medium and coarse angular, sub-angular and 
sub-rounded pebbles and medium angular and sub-angular 
stones. Occasional flecks and small pieces of charcoal. Fill of 
pit cut C.9.

2 0.74 N-S x 0.64 
x 0.05

Pit fill Mid greyish brown soft sandy silt with moderate sub-angu-
lar fine and medium pebbles. Occasional coarse sub-angu-
lar pebbles and two small and medium sub-angular stones. 
Moderately occurring small pieces and occasional medium 
pieces of charcoal. Moderately occurring burnt clay. Fill of 
pit cut C.19.

3 0.64 N-S x 0.58 
x 0.15

Pit fill Light reddish brown soft sandy silt with frequent fine and 
medium sub-angular pebbles. Moderately occurring coarse 
sub-angular pebbles, small sub-angular and sub-rounded 
stones and medium sub-angular stones. Occasional flecks 
and small pieces of charcoal. Fill of pit C.19, burnt in situ.

4 0.3 E-W x 0.26 
x 0.27

Pit fill Mid greyish brown soft sandy silt with occasional fine, me-
dium and coarse sub-angular pebbles, frequent flecks and 
small pieces of charcoal. Fill of pit cut C.12.

5 0.42 E-W x 0.24 
x 0.10

Pit fill Mid orangish brown soft silt with occasional sub-angular 
fine and medium pebbles and occasional flecks of charcoal. 
Fill of pit cut C.11.

6 0.55 NE-SW x 
0.47 x 0.06

Pit fill Dark brownish orange firm silty stony clay with moderately 
occurring angular, sub-angular and sub-rounded fine, me-
dium and coarse pebbles, and small and medium stones. Oc-
casional large rounded stones. Occasional flecks and small 
pieces of charcoal. Fill of pit cut C.9.

7 0.56 E-W x 0.3 
x 0.10

Pit fill Dark brownish black firm sandy silt with moderate coarse 
sub-angular pebbles, occasional small sub-angular stones. 
Frequent flecks and occasional small pieces of charcoal. Fill 
of pit cut C.11.
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C. no. Dimensions (l 
x b x d) 
in metres

Type Detail

8 0.44 E-W x 0.42 
x 0.08

Pit fill Mid brown soft sandy silt with occasional sub-angular me-
dium and coarse pebbles and medium stones, occasional 
fine sub-rounded pebbles and one large sub-rounded stone. 
Moderately occurring flecks of charcoal. Basal fill of pit cut 
C.11; C.8 contains a large flat stone used as fire base (possible 
grinding stone).

9 0.55 NE-SW x 
0.47 x 0.18

Pit cut Sub-circular cut with sharp break of slope at top and base, 
vertical smooth sides and a flat base in profile. Pit cut, filled 
with C.1 and C.6. 

10 0.26 E-W x 0.2 
x 0.16

Pit fill Mid reddish brown soft sandy silt with occasional fine and 
medium sub-angular pebbles and flecks of charcoal. Burnt 
fill of cut C.12. 

11 0.68 E-W x 0.46 
x 0.22 

Pit cut Sub-circular cut with sharp break of slope at top, steep con-
cave side on the west, steep and smooth sides on the east and 
north, moderate and concave on the south. Gradual break 
of slope base. Concave base in profile. Cut of pit filled with 
hearth waste C.5, C.7, and C.8.

12 0.35 N-S x 0.3 x 
0.27

Pit cut Oval cut with sharp break of slope on north, south and west, 
gradual break of slope on west. Sides are steep and concave 
on the north, vertical and smooth on the south and east and 
vertical and undercut on the west. Gradual break of slope 
base. The base is oval in profile. Cut of pit for hearth waste, 
filled with C.4 and C.10.

13 0.56 E-W x 0.46 
x 0.09

Pit fill Mid brownish orange soft sandy silt with occasional medium 
sub-angular pebbles, moderate small angular and sub-angu-
lar stones. Occasional flecks and moderate small pieces of 
charcoal and moderate small pieces of burnt natural. This is 
the fill of pit cut C.17.

14 0.4 E-W x 0.14 
x 0.05

Pit fill Mid pinkish red soft sandy silt with no inclusions. Fill of 
small pit, cut C.68.

15 0.52 E-W x 0.38 
x 0.01

Pit fill Mid yellowish brown soft sandy silt with frequent fine sub-
angular and moderate medium sub-angular pebbles. Mod-
erately occurring flecks of charcoal. Natural silting up of pit 
cut C.17.

16 0.28 E-W x 
0.04 x 0.05

Pit fill Mid brownish red firm sandy silt with moderate fine and me-
dium sub-angular pebbles and occasional coarse sub-angular 
pebbles. Moderately occurring flecks of charcoal. Fill of pit 
cut C.17.
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C. no. Dimensions (l 
x b x d) 
in metres

Type Detail

17 0.5 N-S x 0.46 
x 0.15

Pit cut Sub-circular cut with sharp break of slope top and base on 
the north, south and east, imperceptible break of slope top 
and base on the west. The sides are vertical and smooth on 
the north, south and east, truncated on the west. The base is 
flat in profile. This is the cut of a possible fire pit filled with 
C.13, C.15 and C.16: C.13 and C.16 were burnt in situ. 

18 0.22 E-W x 0.2 
x 0.01

Pit cut Dark grey very soft silt with one large sub-angular stone. Fill 
of pit, cut C.68.

19 0.7 N-S x 0.64 
x 0.24

Pit cut Circular cut with rounded break of slope top. Sides are verti-
cal and undercut on the north, steep and smooth on the east, 
steep and concave on the south and vertical and concave on 
the east. The break of slope base is imperceptible. The base 
is concave in profile. Cut of pit with fills burnt in situ, filled 
with C.2 and C.3.

20 0.6 N-S x 0.38 
x 0.06

Deposit Natural fill of root hole which spills on top of C.25 and 
C.36. 

21 0.26 E-W x 0.14 
x 0.04

Pit fill Dark yellowish brown very soft silt with one medium stone. 
Fill of pit cut C.68. 

22 0.2 N-S x 0.18 x 
0.08

Pit fill Dark brownish black firm silty clay with moderately occur-
ring fine and medium angular and sub-angular pebbles and 
occasional small angular stones. Frequent flecks and moder-
ately occurring small pieces of charcoal and sherds of pottery. 
Fill of pit or posthole cut C.29.

23 0.2 N-S x 0.18 
x 0.14

St a kehole 
fill

Dark brownish black firm silty clay with moderately occur-
ring fine and medium angular and sub-angular pebbles, fre-
quent flecks and moderately occurring small pieces of char-
coal. Top fill of stakehole cut, C.28.

24 0.38 E-W x 0.2 
x 0.16

Pit fill Dark brown soft sandy silt with frequent fine sub-angular 
pebbles, moderately occurring medium and coarse sub-angu-
lar pebbles. Moderately occurring flecks, small and medium 
pieces of charcoal. Fill of pit cut C.50.

25 0.9 E-W x 0.24 
x 0.07

Deposit Light pinkish red firm silty sand with sub-angular frequent 
fine and medium pebbles, moderate coarse pebbles and oc-
casional small stones. Occasional flecks of charcoal. Contexts 
25 and 36 were originally one spread, subsequently truncated 
by the root hole filled with C.20. Fire reddened natural soil, 
over C.30.
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C. no. Dimensions (l 
x b x d) 
in metres

Type Detail

26 0.38 E-W x 0.18 
x 0.02

Pit fill Mid brownish grey soft silt with occasional fine sub-angular 
pebbles and small stones. One small fleck of charcoal. Fill of 
pit cut C.68.

27 0.8 N-S x 0.45 x 
0.25

Deposit Mottled mid friable silty sand with moderately occurring fine 
and medium angular and sub-angular pebbles, and coarse 
angular pebbles. Occasional angular and sub-angular small 
stones and medium angular stones. Moderately occurring 
flecks of charcoal. Fill of natural depression, above C.32.

28 0.2 N-S x 0.18 
x 0.14

St a kehole 
cut

Sub-circular with truncated top, sides are steeply sloping and 
smooth on all sides but the northeast, which is moderately 
sloping and smooth. The break of slop base is sharp and the 
base is a tapered point in profile. The top is northeast of the 
base. Cut of stakehole filled with C.23 and C.39.

29 0.2 N-S x 0.18 x 
0.08

Pit cut Sub-circular cut with sharp break of slope top and gradual 
break of slope base. The sides are steep and smooth on the 
south, east and west and moderately sloping and smooth on 
the north. The base is a tapered blunt point in profile. Cut of 
either a pit or a posthole filled with C.22 and C.38.

30 0.24 NE-SW x 
0.2 x 0.15

Pit fill Dark brownish black soft sandy silt with occasional sub-an-
gular fine pebbles and small stones. Frequently occurring 
flecks, small and medium pieces of charcoal. Fill of a small 
pit burnt in situ, cut C.33. 

31 0.42 E-W x 0.34 
x 0.01

Mid pinkish orange soft silt with no inclusions. Pit fill of cut 
C.68.

32 0.68 N-S x 0.38 
x 0.03

Deposit Mottled black and dark orange sandy silt with moderately 
occurring fine angular and sub-angular pebbles, occasional 
medium angular and angular and sub-angular coarse pebbles 
and small stones. Moderate flecks of charcoal. Fill of natural 
depression, above C.35.

33 0.25 N-S x 0.24 
x 0.16

Pit cut Circular cut wit sharp break of slope at top and base. Sides 
are vertical and smooth on the NE and SE and vertical and 
undercut on the SW and NW. The base is flat in profile. Cut 
of a small pit burnt in situ, filled with C.30. 

34 0.94 E-W x 0.58 
x 0.01 

Pit fill Mid pinkish brown soft silt with occasional sub-angular fine 
and coarse pebbles and small, medium and large stones and 
moderate medium sub-angular pebbles. This is a fill of a pit 
cut C.69, truncated by C.68.
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C. no. Dimensions (l 
x b x d) 
in metres

Type Detail

35 0.3 E-W x 0.2 x 
0.015

Deposit Dark black hard silt with moderately occurring angular fine 
pebbles, occasional medium angular and sub-angular and 
coarse angular pebbles. Frequent flecks of charcoal. Fill of 
natural depression, beneath C.32.

36 0.96 N-S x 0.3 
x 0.03

Deposit Dark pinkish red firm sandy silt with sub-angular frequent 
fine and medium pebbles, moderate coarse pebbles and oc-
casional small stones. Occasional flecks of charcoal. Fire red-
dened natural soil. C.25 and C.36 were originally one spread, 
subsequently truncated by the root hole filled with C.20. 

37 0.4 E-W x 0.16 
x 0.16

Pit fill Light reddish brown firm sandy pebbly silt with frequent fine 
and medium sub-angular pebbles and moderate coarse sub-
angular pebbles. Occasional flecks of charcoal. Fill of pit cut 
C.50.

38 0.2 N-S x 0.18 x 
0.08

Pit fill Moderate to frequent small and medium angular and sub-
angular stones. Lining of pit or posthole cut C.29.

39 0.2 N-S x 0.18 
x 0.14

St a kehole 
fill

Stone lining of stakehole cut C.28

40 0.66 NW-SE x 
0.55 x 0.28

Pit fill Mid reddish brown firm silty clay with moderately occur-
ring angular and sub-angular fine, medium and coarse peb-
bles and occasional small angular and sub-angular stones. 
Moderately occurring flecks and small pieces of charcoal and 
burnt clay. Fill of pit cut C.56. 

41 0.4 SW-NE x 
0.28 x 0.03

Pit fill Mid reddish brown firm sandy silt with moderately occur-
ring fine and medium angular and sub-angular pebbles. Oc-
casional flecks and small and medium pieces of charcoal. Fill 
of a pit cut C.66

42 0.2 E-W x 0.18 
x 0.1

Pit fill Mid orangish brown friable sandy silt with moderately oc-
curring fine angular and angular and sub-angular medium 
pebbles. Moderately occurring flecks and small pieces of 
charcoal. Several sherds of pottery present. Fill of possible pit 
cuts C.52 and C.53

44 0.2 E-W x 0.18 
x 0.1

Pit fill Mid orangish brown friable sandy silt with moderately oc-
curring fine angular and medium angular and sub-angular 
pebbles. Moderate flecks and small pieces of charcoal. Fill of 
a hearth waste dumping pit, cut C.66.

45 0.3 E-W x 0.2 x 
0.02

Deposit Dark reddish brown very soft clayey silt with occasional fine 
sub-rounded pebbles and small pieces of charcoal. Spread 
within natural hollow, above C.48.
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C. no. Dimensions (l 
x b x d) 
in metres

Type Detail

46 0.66 E-W x 0.48 
x 0.03

Pit fill Dark brownish grey soft silt with occasional sub-angular fine, 
medium and coarse pebbles and small and medium stones. 
Fill of a pit, C.69, truncated by C.68.

47 0.36 NW-SE x 
0.26 x 0.04

Pit fill Mid reddish brown very soft silt with sub-angular occasion-
al coarse pebbles and small stones, moderate medium peb-
bles and frequent fine pebbles. Naturally silted fill of pit cut 
C.50.

48 0.4 E-W x 0.2 x 
0.02

Deposit Orangish brown loose sandy clay with occasional fine and 
medium sub-rounded pebbles. Spread within natural hollow, 
above C.54. 

49 0.45 N-S x 0.28 
x 0.03

Pit fill Mid reddish brown soft clayey silt with occasional sub-an-
gular medium stones and one sub-rounded large stone. Oc-
casional flecks of charcoal. Pit fill of cut C.66.

50 0.466 E-W x 
0.37 x 0.2

Pit cut Oval cut with sharp break of slope top, vertical smooth side 
on the north, vertical concave sides on the south and west 
and steep concave side on the east. The break of slope base is 
imperceptible. The base is concave in profile. Cut of pit, filled 
with C.24, C.37 and C.47.

52 0.14 N-S x 0.13 
x 0.05

Pit cut Sub-circular cut with gradual break of slope top, and gradual 
break of slope base except for the west, which is sharp. The 
sides are moderate and smooth on the north and east, moder-
ate and concave on the south and steep and smooth on the 
west. The base is flat in profile. This is the cut of a small pit 
filled with C.42. 

53 0.25 E-W x 0.2 
x 0.1

Pit cut Sub-circular cut with sharp break of slope at top and base. 
Sides are steep and concave on the north, steep and smooth 
on the east, steep and irregular on the west and vertical and 
smooth on the south. The base is concave in profile. Cut of 
pit filled with C.42.

54 0.38 E-W x 0.36 
x 0.04

Deposit Mid-greyish brown firm clayey sand with moderately oc-
curring medium pebbles and occasionally occurring coarse 
pebbles. Spread within natural hollow, under C.48, above 
natural.

56 0.66 NW-SE x 
0.55 x 0.28

Pit cut Circular cut with rounded break of slope top and gradual 
break of slope base. The sides are vertical and smooth. The 
base is flat in profile. Cut of dumping pit filled with C.40.

57 0.08 N-S x 0.08 
x 0.1

St a kehole 
fill

Dark brown firm silty clay with moderate fine and medium 
angular and sub-angular pebbles and occasional flecks of 
charcoal. Fill of stakehole cut C.58.
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C. no. Dimensions (l 
x b x d) 
in metres

Type Detail

58 0.08 N-S x 0.08 
x 0.1

St a kehole 
cut

Circular cut with sharp break of slope at top and base, steep 
and smooth sides and circular tapered pointed base in profile. 
This is the cut of a stakehole filled with C.57. 

59 0.4 N-S x 0.2 x 
0.04

Pit fill Mid reddish brown very soft clayey silt with occasional sub-
rounded fine and medium sub-angular pebbles. Moderately 
occurring flecks of charcoal. Fill of pit, burnt in situ, in cut 
C.66.

60 0.5 NW-SE x 
0.4 x 0.29

Pit fill Mid brownish red firm sandy silt with moderate fine, medi-
um and coarse sub-angular pebbles and occasional small and 
medium sub-angular stones. Frequently occurring small, me-
dium and large pieces of charcoal and burnt natural. Lenses 
of burnt natural and charcoal. Fill of fire pit cut C.67. 

61 0.54 E-W x 0.34 
x 0.01

Pit fill Mid brownish black soft silt with no inclusions. Fill of pit, 
cut C.68

62 0.2 E-W x 0.08 
x 0.01

Pit fill Dark reddish brown friable sandy silt with occasional fine 
sub-rounded pebbles. Fill of pit cut C.70.

63 0.4 N-S x 0.33 x 
0.23

Pit fill Dark reddish brown soft clayey silt with occasional sub-an-
gular and sub-rounded fine and medium pebbles and flecks 
and small pieces of charcoal. Fill of pit, cut C.66. 

64 0.2 N-S x 0.2 x 
0.08

Pit fill Greyish black loose sandy silt with moderate medium sub-
rounded and occasional coarse sub-angular pebbles. Occa-
sional small pieces of charcoal. Fill of possible pit or posthole, 
cut C.70.

65 0.5N-S x 0.3 x 
0.01

Pit fill Mid yellowish pink soft silt with no inclusions. Basal fill of 
pit, cut C.68.

66 0.4 N-S x 0.33 
x 0.3

Pit fill Irregular shape gradual to imperceptible break of slope top 
and gradual break of slope base. Sides are steeply sloping and 
convex on the north side, vertical on the south, east and west 
and concave, smooth and undercut on the south, east and 
west respectively. The base is flat in profile. Cut of a hearth 
waste dumping pit, filled with C.41, C.44, C.49, C.59, and 
C.63.

67 0.5 NW-SE x 
0.4 x 0.29

Pit cut Circular cut with sharp break of slope at top and base, verti-
cal smooth sides and flat base in profile. Cut of fire pit filled 
with C.60.
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C. no. Dimensions (l 
x b x d) 
in metres

Type Detail

68 0.6 N-S x 0.5 x 
0.14

Pit cut Irregular cut with sharp break of slope top and base on east 
and west, gradual on north, and imperceptible on the south. 
Sides are steep and concave on the east and west, moderate 
and concave on the north and gentle on the south. The base 
is irregular, flat at north and tapered blunt point at south. 
Cut of possible pit, filled with C.14, C.18, C.21, C.26, C.31, 
C.61, and C.65. Cut C.68 truncates C.34, C.46 and C.69. 

69 0.66 E-W x 0.48 
x 0.03

Pit cut Irregular cut with sharp break of slope top, steep concave 
sides on the north and south and gradual sides on the east 
and west. Gradual break of slope base. Irregular base in pro-
file. Cut of possible pit filled with C.34 and C.46, truncated 
by C.68.

70 0.2 N-S x 0.2 x 
0.08

Pit Cut Cut of pit filled with C.62 and c.64. 

71 Extensive Topsoil
72 Extensive Subsoil
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14.2 Appendix 2 Stratigraphic Matrix
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14.3 Appendix 3 Finds Register

Context # Find # Description
C.8 00E0425:8:1 Saddle quern (L. 400mm., W. 320.8mm., Th. 60.9mm). Complete, 

sub-rectangular in shape with rounded edge and concave on one side, 

slightly prominent on the other. 
C.22 00E0425:22:1 Pottery: rim sherd Crucible 1
C.22 00E0425:22:2 Pottery: rim sherd Crucible 1
C.22 00E0425:22:3 Pottery: rim sherd Crucible 1
C.22 00E0425:22:4 Pottery: rim sherd Crucible 2
C.22 00E0425:22:5 Pottery: rim sherd Crucible 2
C.22 00E0425:22:6 Pottery: body sherd Crucible 2
C.22 00E0425:22:7 Pottery: rim sherd Crucible 1
C.22 00E0425:22:8 Pottery: rim sherd Crucible 1
C.22 00E0425:22:9 Pottery: rim sherd Crucible 2
C.42 00E0425:42:1 Pottery: body sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:1-5 refit)

Possibly a small dish or stand
C.42 00E0425:42:2 Pottery: body sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:1-5 refit) Possibly a small 

dish or stand
C.42 00E0425:42:3 Pottery: body sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:1-5 refit) Possibly a small 

dish or stand
C.42 00E0425:42:4 Pottery: body sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:1-5 refit) Possibly a small 

dish or stand
C.42 00E0425:42:5 Pottery: body sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:1-5 refit) Possibly a small 

dish or stand
C.42 00E0425:42:6 Pottery: rim sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:7 Pottery: body sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:8 Pottery: rim sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:9 Pottery: rim sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:10 Pottery: body sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:11 Pottery: rim sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:12 Pottery: rim sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:13 Pottery: rim sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:14 Pottery: rim sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.42 00E0425:42:15 Pottery: rim sherd (Finds 00E0425:42:6-15 refit) Crucible 3
C.71 00E0425:71:1 Pottery sherd from topsoil found during monitoring (originally 

labeled monitoring Find no. 7)
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14.4 Appendix 4 Ceramic Finds

A note on the Assemblage from Harristown Big, Co. Wexford (00E0425)
By Helen Roche

The Assemblage

With the exception of a single sherd probably representing a type of urn, this small assemblage repre-
sents evidence for metalworking activity.  The surviving fragments represent up to three shallow dishes 
that functioned as crucibles.  The clay based fabric has been exposed to very high temperatures creating 
a hard porous matrix with traces of possible residue on the interior surfaces.  Sherds 42:1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are 
certainly more ceramic-like than the above crucible fragments but does not represent a vessel as such.  
It is possible that they represent a small dish or stand on which the crucibles were placed.

The bodysherd (71:1) representing a single vessel is thick-walled but well executed, with hard relatively 
compact fabric and finely crushed inclusions.  The sherd is weathered but the chalky-textured exterior 
surface shows that the vessel had been smoothed before firing took place.  The nature of the fabric and 
the distinctive orange exterior surface and black interior surface can most closely be compared to that 
of cordoned urns.  This type of urn is not uncommon in the south-eastern part of the country and is 
generally found in funerary contexts (Kavanagh 1976).  The presence of the sherd from Harristown 
Big in association with objects used in metalworking activity would suggest that the vessel was used as 
a functioning utensil and not a funerary urn.  

The crucibles appear to resemble Middle/Late Bronze Age examples and are comparable to crucibles 
found at the hillfort at Rathgall, Co. Wicklow (Raftery 1976).  With the addition of the sherd repre-
senting a probable urn it seems more likely that the site dates to the latter part of the Middle Bronze 
Age.

Reference
Kavanagh, R. M. 1976 Collared and Cordoned Urns in Ireland.  Proceedings of the Royal Irish Acad-
emy 76C, 293-403.
Raftery, B. 1976 Rathgall and Irish Hillfort Problems. In D. Harding (ed.) Hillforts: later prehistoric 
earthworks in Britain and Ireland, 339-357. Academic Press, London.

Catalogue and description

The excavation number 00E0425 is omitted throughout, only the feature number, in bold, followed by 
the find number is included.  Numbers in square brackets indicate joining sherds.
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Vessel 1: A bodysherd 71:1.
Thick-walled compact fabric with a moderate content of inclusions (≤3.2mm).  The slightly chalky-
textured fabric is weathered with areas missing from both surfaces.  The exterior surface had been 
smoothed before firing.  Colour: orange exterior and black interior surface.  Thickness: 13.0mm.

Crucible 1:  Portion of the rim 22:[3/2/1/8] and 7.
Hard porous fabric, rough to touch, with a low content of fine inclusions.  The surfaces are uneven and 
there appears to be residue traces on the interior surface.  Colour: grey exterior surface, buff-brown 
interior and core.  Thickness: 6.2-7.1mm.

Crucible 2:  Portion of a deep rim and a bodysherd 22:[9/4/5/6].
Hard porous fabric, rough to touch, with a low content of fine inclusions.  The surfaces are uneven and 
there appears to be residue traces on the interior surface.  Colour: grey-brown exterior surface, pink-
brown interior and a grey core.  Thickness: 7.5-8.9mm mm.

Crucible 3:  Portion of the rounded rim 42:[6/12/11/13/8/14/9/15]and two fragments 42:7, 10. 
Hard porous fabric, rough to touch, with a low content of fine inclusions.  The surfaces are uneven 
and there appears to be residue traces on the interior surface.  Colour: grey-orange exterior and interior 
surfaces, grey core.  Thickness: 7.2-8.9mm mm.

Small ceramic dish or stand:  Portion of a rounded base 42:1 and four fragments 42:2, 3, 4, 5. 
Coarse brittle fabric with a high content of inclusions.  The exterior surface has been smoothed but is 
rough to touch.  The interior surface is uneven and rough and the original interior may have peeled 
away.  Colour: orange-brown exterior, orange interior surface and a grey-orange core.  Thickness:  7.6-
10.1mm.
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14.5 Appendix 5 Radiocarbon Results
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14.6 Appendix 6 Plant Remains
Archaeobotanical Assessment Report on the Charred Plant remains from Harristown Big,
Co. Wexford 
Excavation Licence 00E0425
By Martha Tierney

Non-technical summary
The main aim of this assessment was to investigate the organic content of the soil samples collected 
during the excavation in order to determine their potential for further analysis and whether they pro-
vide any evidence for the function of this site. Both cereals and weed seeds were found in a number of 
pits and natural hollows within the site, indicating that occupation layers had once covered the site but 
were largely removed, probably by modern ploughing.

Introduction
This report details the analysis of soil samples for charred plant remains taken during excavation in 
the townland of Harristown Big, Co. Wexford. The excavation revealed a number of hearths, pits, 
stakeholes and layers of hearth rake-out. A total of 24 samples were examined and a moderate amount 
of plant remains were found. 

Methodology
The samples were collected on site as bulk soil samples. In the laboratory the sample volume, colour 
and texture were recorded. The samples were processed using a simple flotation method, where each 
sample was soaked in water to allow carbonised plant material to float; this ‘flot’ was then poured into 
a stack of sieves (2 mm, 1 mm, 500 microns, 250 microns). When all of the carbonised material was 
collected the flot was air-dried prior to storage.

The samples were scanned for organic content under a low-powered magnification and the organic 
remains were recorded in terms of abundance. 

Results of analysis
Of the twenty four samples analysed nine contained ecofactual remains. Pit C.68 produced charred 
plant remains in three of its fills while pit C.50 also contained a moderate amount of poorly preserved 
cereal grains. Pit C.34 produced charred weed seeds but no cereals.

Discussion
Most of the cereal grains were so poorly preserved that full identification was not possible, except for 
posthole fill C.22 which contained one charred barley grain. The condition of the grains indicates that 
they were exposed to the elements following charring ie. that they may have been part of an occupation 
surface within the small settlement. One charred cereal grain was also found in the fill of a natural hol-
low indicating that the occupation surface survived only in the deeper parts of the site. It is probable 
that the occupation layer was largely removed by plough truncation.
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The weed seeds found were from the fathen and persicaria families, both of which can be edible, and 
which produce seeds in the late summer, perhaps indicating the season of occupation of the site.

This site has one of the richest plant remains assemblages from any of the smaller sites excavated on 
this project and the plant remains indicate that it is the remains of a domestic settlement, perhaps 
seasonally occupied.

Conclusions
No further analysis of these samples is required.

Table 1 List of notable sample contents
Sa mple 
No.

Context 
No.

Context type Charred plant content

9 10 fill of pit C.12 1 small fragment of burnt bone. 3 charred indet. cereal 
grains

13 14 fill of pit C. 68 6 charred indet. cereal grains
14 15 fill of pit C.17 none
15 16 fill of pit C.17 none
16 18 fill of pit C.68 1 fathen-type frag. 2 charred indet cereal grain fragments
18 21 fill of pit C.68 none
19 22 fill of posthole 

C.29
1 barley (Hordeum sp.) grain

20 23 stakehole fill none
21 24 fill of pit C.50 12 charred indet cereal fragments
24 26 fill of pit C.68 1 indet cereal grain, 1 possible Polygonum sp. Seed
25 27 fill of natural de-

pression
none

26 30 fill of small pit 
C.33, in situ burn-
ing evident

none

27 31 fill of pit C.68 none
29 32 fill of natural de-

pression
1 indet cereal grain fragment

30 34 fill of pit C.69 1 indet weed fragment, 1 fathen-type
33 36 natural none
34 37 fill of pit C.50 none
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14.7 Appendix 7 Charcoal Assessment

Assessment of charcoal from Harristown Big, Co. Wexford (00E0425)
Assessed by Mary Dillon

Context Sample Charcoal
15 14 Oak/Ash/Elm (Quercus/Fraxinus/Ulmus)
16 15 Oak/Ash/Elm (Quercus/Fraxinus/Ulmus)
21 18 Oak (Quercus)
23 20 Oak/Ash/Elm (Quercus/Fraxinus/Ulmus) and Diffuse-porous wood
27 25 Oak (Quercus)
30 26 Oak/Ash/Elm (Quercus/Fraxinus/Ulmus)
36 33 Oak/Ash/Elm (Quercus/Fraxinus/Ulmus) and Diffuse-porous wood
42 40 Oak (Quercus)
44 41 Oak (Quercus)
47 47 Oak/Ash/Elm (Quercus/Fraxinus/Ulmus)
57 57 Oak/Ash/Elm (Quercus/Fraxinus/Ulmus)
60 61 Oak/Ash/Elm (Quercus/Fraxinus/Ulmus)
62 64 Absent
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By Richard Unitt 
Geological and Geoarchaeological Services, Tig na gClocha, Carrigadrohid, County Cork, 
Tel: 087 6847622, Email: r.unitt@ucc.ie 
 
Introduction 

The region to the east of New Ross, County Wexford, is underlain by Lower Palaeozoic, 
Ordovician rocks (488-443 million years old). These are bordered to the southeast by 
older Cambrian rocks of the Cahore Group and to the west by younger rocks of 
Devonian and Carboniferous age. The Ordovician rocks are also intruded by the younger 
Caledonian granites of the Blackstairs Mountains. 

 

The Ordovician rocks consist of the older Ribband Group and the younger Duncannon 
Group. The Ribband Group were deposited mainly in deep waters and consist of grey to 
black slaty mudstone (some graphitic) and grey-green slate and sandstones. When the 
rocks are adjacent to the local granite they are altered to phyllites and mica schists. 
Volcanic activity is represented by andesitic lavas and tuffs some metamorphosed to 
amphibolites and chlorite schists. 

 

These rocks have been deformed by the Lower Ordovician, Monian Orogeny before the 
deposition of the Upper Ordovician Duncannon Group.  

 

The Duncannon Group represents a chain of volcanic islands that once extended from 
Waterford through Wales and on into the English Lake District. The rocks consist of 
limestone and black mudstone with rhyolitic volcanics (including rhyolites, rhyolitic tuffs 
andesitic lavas and tuffs, dolerite/gabbro intrusions) and subordinate sandstone. The 
volcanics and intrusions tend to be harder to weather than the sediments and as a result 
isolated hills in these regions tend to be underlain by the volcanic rocks. 

 

Volcanic activity was ended by the collision of continental masses during the Caledonian 
Orogeny. This resulted in the formation of large mountain ranges cored by granitic 
masses such as the Leinster Granite. 

 

Weathering of the newly created mountain ranges during the Devonian period resulted in 
the formation of numerous coarse deposits of conglomerate, such as the Carrigmaclea 
Formation, which rests unconformably on the older rocks. The conglomerates often 
contain fragments derived from the underlying strata, although their composition tends 
to be dominated by clasts of vein quartz. 

 

Stone Artefacts 

 

The saddle quern found in the townland of Harristown Big is composed from an 
equigranular, muscovite-rich granite. This rock type was probably derived from the 
Blackstairs Granite, in the northwest part of this region. Although outcrops of the 

14.8 Appendix 8 Geological Identification Of Stone Artefacts
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granite are scarce, numerous boulders of granite are present on hillsides. There is also the 
possibility of a more local source as the area of Camaross Hill is underlain by a number 
of small granite intrusions. 

 
Catalogue of Stone Artefacts from Harristown Big, County Wexford 
 
00E0425:8:1 
 
Saddle Quern – Pale coloured, muscovite-rich, equigranular granite. 
 
Provenance: Caledonian granite from either the Blackstairs or minor intrusions from 
Camaross Hill. 
 

 
Plate 1 -  View of saddle quern displaying the equigranulat nature of the granite. 
 
 


